
WATSON-GLASER CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS INVENTORY

The Watson Glaser critical thinking test is designed to assesses an individual's Critical thinking skills can help an
individual overcome these and separate out.

Section 3: Deduction Similar to the first section, deduction also tests your ability to formulate conclusions
from given facts, however, it is done with a different format. Study Watson Glaser test sample questions and
take as many as Watson Glaser practice tests as you can. Draw conclusions. Insufficient Data â€” in light of
the facts given it is impossible to say whether it is true or not. The more Watson Glaser practice tests you take
the more you will be able to hone on your analytical skills. It is often used by organisations where the ability
to critically consider arguments or propositions is particularly important, such as law firms. At the later stages
of the recruitment process companies are unlikely to base their entire selection decision on a single score on a
single exercise. There are five sections: 1. Interpretation â€”The candidate is presented with a paragraph,
which is followed by a concluding statement. Assessment of Inferences Sample Question Two hundred
students in their early teens voluntarily attended a recent weekend student conference in a city in England.
What is Critical Thinking? You can do this using both the information contained within the passage and
information which is commonly accepted knowledge, or information that practically every person has. Don't
forget to first check out the test techniques section further down this page beforehand. An assumption is
something someone effectively takes for granted. The candidate has to select whether an assumption has or
has not been made. Furthermore, such people are able to make decisions with limited supervision, enabling
them to independently make judgements: in a world where time can be money, waiting for someone else to
validate decisions can be costly and result in missed opportunities. Rather than accepting arguments and
conclusions presented, a person with strong critical thinking will question and seek to understand the evidence
provided. This skill is about the systematic analysis of the evidence and arguments provided. Verbal and
numerical critical reasoning: Some tests may specifically test verbal critical thinking, or numerical critical
thinking. Definitely False â€” from the facts given, there is no reasonable possibility of it being true. This is
the ability to pull together a range of information and arrive at a logical conclusion based on the evidence. A
Watson Glaser practice test is the first step to your Watson Glaser test preparation and you must take it very
seriously. Inference 1 People with high educational achievements are in a better position to buy their own
homes than people with low educational achievements. The Watson Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal Test
has become one of the most popular pre-employment aptitude tests currently used during the hiring process.
We will explore each of these below. Instead recruiters will use scores from numerous measures and make a
balanced decision based on all factors. Options Answers Explanations 1. The candidate is expected to
determine whether or not the conclusive statement follows the paragraph without a shadow of a doubt.
Important Note beware! This speed and precision only comes with practice. Additionally: Take as many
Watson Glaser practice tests as you can Go over Watson Glaser test sample questions and practice questions to
get a hold on the structure and format Time yourself Try critically thinking in everyday situations Focus on
recognizing assumptions, evaluating arguments and drawing conclusions. If you are familiar with formal logic
tests and their rules, you might know that in most, a generalisation type premise is considered hypothetical and
therefore does not equal the existence of the subject in the statement. Most of us have the ability to be a
critical thinker and with Watson Glaser practice tests we can sharpen that ability. Type of Questions: The
Watson-Glaser Test has five sections, each of which tests different abilities. Inference 3 People with higher
levels of educational achievement are more likely to own their own homes, since they earn more money than
those with lower educational achievement levels. An individual with strong critical thinking skills will be able
to adjust their conclusion should further evidence emerge which leads to a different conclusion. The average
level of educational achievement is significantly higher in England than Scotland.


